“Life and creativity has been squeezed out of many organizations at all levels, leaving them, and many times, us with just the triage of dealing with the most severe problems in the most pecuniary of ways.”
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So, how many OD consultants does it take to have a meeting? I figure it can be done with about 10:
- 1 to provide a model
- 1 to call for a vision statement
- 1 to propose definitions
- 1 to supply the online citations
- 1 to write a poem
- 1 to explain why God wants us to do it
- 1 to denounce the cultural arrogance of American OD
- 1 to question the reasons for doing it
- 1 to ask the bulb why it doesn't want to change
- 1 to ask “What was the original question?”

So wrote noted psychologist Karl Albrecht on the ODNet email discussion a few months back. Jud Lawrie added, “You forgot the one to memorialize it all on flip charts. And someone to bring the donuts.” Then Anne Donnelly added, “And one to facilitate participatory decision making!”

We laugh and we cringe at the same time. Yes, it is a bit funny, but it is also more than a bit true. We recognize ourselves and our field as if looking in a textured mirror. That is the troubling part and it is also the point of our thoughts here.

About 10 years ago, David Bradford and Warner Burke wrote that OD: has developed many valuable approaches. It has stressed the importance of values in a time when too much behavior seems valueless. It would be a shame to have this lost. But for the field to grow and develop, it must do more in defining what it is and what it is not. It also must be more demanding of what is required to be a competent professional. Doing that will not be easy, and we do not offer easy answers—only questions.

But we believe that these questions must be addressed if OD is to achieve its potential. (Bradford & Burke, 2004, p. 369)

After describing the challenges facing OD today, this article tries to answer:
» What are the values and beliefs that underlie the practice of OD today?
» How have they supported our success?
» How have they limited our success?
» What new beliefs could/should we hold to create a better future for ourselves and the field of OD?

We then propose a reframing of the field that we hope will help get us past our historical squabbles and ineffectiveness, en route toward the common ground needed to take OD into a new and vibrant future.

Our Shrinking Appetite for Change: The Challenges Without

No matter how you slice it, it is challenging to do good OD work in the private sector. The unceasing and unbearable pressure to produce profits has created an ugly kind of accountability for leaders and managers; there is just no room for error. With activist boards of directors and executive compensation tied so tightly to financial performance, would any one of us be able to take risks, delegate to the lowest level, and
How do we navigate the tension between the needs of the individual versus the needs of the organization as a whole? Great, rewarding, well designed, and good paying jobs for individuals are no good if they force the organization out of business.

Should we be values oriented, or values neutral at the service of the organization's larger goals around productivity, effectiveness, and profit?

Has our commitment to humanistic values left us out of step with the larger zeitgeist of profit at all costs, and what are the possible consequences of this choice?

How honest with our clients ought we to be about our concerns and anxieties in these times, or should we just clam up and send an invoice, smiling happily and saluting smartly?

Who gets to define what effectiveness is for us and our work? It used to be fine for us to collaborate with the client to make those judgments, but there is precious little time and even less interest, in many case, for that kind of introspection and reflection in the go-go atmosphere in many client systems.

Looking in the Mirror: The Challenges Within

We are buffeted in the field by many of the same insecurities as these organizations. Many internals' budgets are too tight to travel or attend training. Many externals are doing whatever it takes to hold on to clients and to hold on to house and home. We are doing in two hours the work that we would have spent two days doing ten years ago.

For many, the phone is not ringing with requests to do a long term change program; instead, the requests are to do a team building session for an hour as an icebreaker at the quarterly two day business meeting.

That raises questions for us about our relationship to our clients, such as:

» How do we navigate the tension between the needs of the individual versus the needs of the organization as a whole? Great, rewarding, well designed, and good paying jobs for individuals are no good if they force the organization out of business.

» Should we be values oriented, or values neutral at the service of the organization's larger goals around productivity, effectiveness, and profit?

» Has our commitment to humanistic values left us out of step with the larger zeitgeist of profit at all costs, and what are the possible consequences of this choice?

» How honest with our clients ought we to be about our concerns and anxieties in these times, or should we just clam up and send an invoice, smiling happily and saluting smartly?

» Who gets to define what effectiveness is for us and our work? It used to be fine for us to collaborate with the client to make those judgments, but there is precious little time and even less interest, in many case, for that kind of introspection and reflection in the go-go atmosphere in many client systems.

There are similar questions for us about relationship to the field of OD, such as:

» Who are we really as a field, anyway? The field has been progressively built as a hybrid of other applied behavioral sciences, and its central core has never been demarcated with rigor, clarity, or finality.

» What is it that we do? We do not have a definition for our field or our work that we all agree to. Every author (including ourselves) has their own pet, separate ways to define and describe what it is that we do.

» How do we relate with our clients? The very nature of the client/OD consultant relationships vests the power with the client, and leaves us starting one-down and subordinated. Must we contort ourselves into inequitable relationships in order to do our jobs?

» Are we really a community? The last best estimate was that there are 10 times more members of regional OD networks than the national OD Network, and a fraction of the actual practitioners in the field belong to either. So, we come together at the annual conference and in the regions and create our own magical Brigadoon for three days or three hours, but then after that there is not much there “there” for us as a field.

Some Uncomfortable Ironies

Over the years, we have heard repeated calls for a manageable list of professional competencies or “essential practices” that can ground teachers, guide students, and orient new entrants to the field. But the OD Network and the field as a whole have been paralyzed by those who believe that a top-down imposition of such guide posts, regardless of their specific content and regardless of which bottoms-up method might generate them, would violate our democratic values. Every time the idea has been brought up over the past 15 years, fears arise that such a list might be used to develop a professional certification that could be imposed on the field and ultimately prove exclusionary. Ironically, it is our desire to be better at what we do that falls prey to our fear of doing it so well that we might possible exclude some people who say they want to do it too but who cannot yet.

We have also been gathering additional
We could also believe that jobs should be interesting and intrinsically rewarding.

Evaluating Our Values: The Impact of Our Beliefs

If these are the questions that we wrestle with, the ironies we consistently encounter, and the perceptions we have of ourselves as a field, we must look at the values, beliefs, and actions that create them.

Over the years, there have been several attempts to codify OD values; many are captured in blogs and text books, but few have been truly collaborative efforts based on large scale consultations and input from multiple sources.

The Principles of OD Practice is one of those few. Building on the work of the Values and Advocacy Initiative sponsored by the OD Network in 2001 and 2002, Mary Eggers and Allan Church solicited input from a diverse group of OD practitioners and leaders of the field for discussion at the OD Network conference in Portland in 2003. With feedback from an additional 100 people, they published the Principles of OD Practice, which are accessible at: http://www.odnetwork.org/?page=Principles OfODPractice&SearchTerms=values+and+advocacy+initiative.

Drawing a straight line from our values to our beliefs to our actions in this way can help us examine ourselves in extremis (see Table 1, next page).

How do we honor the values and principles that have been core to our field, and at the same time, build our way into a better future? We propose some slightly different beliefs, which could lead us as a field to a different set of actions, and consequently, outcomes.

For example, we could believe that underrepresented voices need our overt support, but the needs of the one or few must be balanced against the needs of the many, which might drive us to focus on group dynamics and process observation to achieve the goals of the group and organization, without fixating on creating space for “onlys” and other small groups at the expense of the needs of the whole.

We could also believe that jobs should be interesting and intrinsically rewarding.
Table 1. The Straight Line from Values to Actions, and In Extremis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Beliefs</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>In Extremis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Respect and Inclusion</strong></td>
<td>We believe that under-represented voices need our overt support, and that the individual is just as important as the group.</td>
<td>We tend to focus on “onlys” and minorities to assure that their voices are heard. We tend to use group dynamics and process observation to “flatten the hierarchy.”</td>
<td>Our drive for consensus and inclusion of all over-emphasizes views held by a few and decision processes can become slow and cumbersome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Empowerment</strong></td>
<td>We believe that employees have a right to make decisions about their workplace and how they do their work. We believe that employees are entitled to training and development as a part of their jobs.</td>
<td>We design and facilitate high engagement projects that often encourage staff to challenge the status quo. We make the case for satisfying, enriched jobs.</td>
<td>We tend to “side” with staff against management, and we tend to dismiss the role of legitimate authority in the system. We also tend to ignore the realities of organizational politics, and seal ourselves off from the role of power, hierarchy, and authority in the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration</strong></td>
<td>We believe that our work should focus on what people have in common, not what separates or divides them.</td>
<td>We model collaboration in our work. We avoid the risk of confrontation, even when it seems legitimate, and we emphasize common ground over conflict.</td>
<td>We tend to silence ourselves when we fear disagreement, at the expense of asserting what we know or believe to be right or better for ourselves or the system, often to ensure that the consulting engagement continues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authenticity</strong></td>
<td>We believe that our actions are grounded in and aligned with OD values.</td>
<td>We hold ourselves to the high standards of OD values and assure that our behavior is aligned with them.</td>
<td>We tend to be dogmatic and inflexible on what we decide are matters of OD principles, which often gets us excluded from C suite and other decision fora.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-awareness</strong></td>
<td>We see value in learning from all of our actions and interactions, and we believe that our own personal and professional development is important.</td>
<td>We pay attention to what we say, how we say it, and how others speak to and treat us. We commit to personal and professional development and continue to invest in ourselves as life-long learners.</td>
<td>We have a tendency to fixate and obsess on small things and what we perceive to be microaggressions in our interactions, though we seldom raise these concerns with clients or colleagues. We also tend to acquire a long list of certifications to prove our competence. As seekers, we are tempted to draw our own personal and sometimes even spiritual practices into our work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and that employees should have a say in their workplace and in how they do their work, but that management serves a legitimate and important role in the system, which might drive us to design and facilitate high engagement projects that acknowledge the serious tradeoffs between the legitimate interests and needs of the organization and those of the individual.

We could also commit to the only three principles that are held in common by both classical and what is becoming known as “post-modern OD: strong humanistic and democratic values, consultants stay out of content and focus on process, and a concern for capacity building and development of the system” (Bushe & Marshak, 2008, p. 10).

“Responsible progress” is a further challenge to the field. Built on the principles of socio-technical systems theory, and as an antidote to traditional industrial organizational economics, responsible progress provides “governments, nongovernmental organizations, corporations, and other stakeholders with processes and frameworks to jointly optimize four elements for sustainable success: economic development, technological innovation, cultural diversity, and ecological sustainability” (Feyerherm & Worley, 2008, p. 2).

There are others, too, which could well emerge if we had the right conversation in the field.

In the Center at Last: The Power of Purpose

Since our values infuse our beliefs, and our beliefs drive our professional behavior, the fact that we have traditionally been a values-oriented field has proved to be a sword with two edges, and those edges have been palpable in the section above. Through our history as a field, our values have served both as a beacon for our work, and also as a source of ongoing professional uneasiness.

The challenge of being a values-oriented field is that we also tend to find ourselves, as a field, in a perpetual tussle of values clarification. However, if we believe that our visibility, effectiveness, and influence as a field does depend on what we value and how we act on what we value, then we would be wise to consider adding another value to the list that we have been examining and deconstructing here. That missing value focuses on the critical importance of identifying the purpose of any human endeavor.

This is not to say that we have ignored purpose in our work. On the contrary, we have undoubtedly been consistent advocates for the importance of organizational purpose more visibly and vocally than many other fields that are involved in learning and change. For whatever reason, however, we ourselves, as a field, seem to have circled around our own purpose like the blind circling the elephant, disagreeing as we go, and because we have squabbled over our different perspectives through the decades, of course we have failed to agree collectively on our professional purpose and failed to see the elephant “whole.”

If we were to back ourselves to the edge that we are supposedly on and attempt to see ourselves whole, as a system, how might we frame our purpose? And more importantly, could we reach consensus in time to salvage and reinvigorate our influence in the larger world? We will wait to deal with this latter question after we have suggested an answer to the former. Here is one way that we might finally pinpoint our purpose as an unassailable applied behavioral science.

What Must We Hold Close? The Building Blocks of Purpose.

If we took the time to look through all the books and articles that include statements defining “organization development,” these multiple definitions could illustrate a case study of our ongoing, ill-concealed counter-dependence. Obviously, we are now about to wade into the fray ourselves, but we will bring some colleagues with us, specifically Bill Gellermann, who has long been a champion for the position we are now about to reinforce. For many years, Gellerman has been vocal in proposing that the focus of our work should be human systems, rather than organizations. We agree, and when we look, we find this frame echoed in several contexts, one of which is the vision statement in the Organization Development Network’s current strategic plan:

Organization Development is a field central to creating effective and healthy human systems... We believe that this decision—to see our expertise focused on developing human systems, rather than organizations—has profound implications and significant possibilities for how we understand, present and market our work. 

And what do we do for human systems? We help them learn and change. And we do that by designing and facilitating processes that move human systems in the direction they are seeking to go. And that the larger container for this work is our commitment to democratic, humanistic values. Put simply, we choose to work with human systems because we believe that people, who seek to do productive work together, matter. So it is this values-rich container, in fact, that differentiates us from other disciplines, such as change management, who approach learning and change as a project to be managed, rather than as a process to be facilitated.

What is Ours and Ours Alone? The Field’s “Hedgehog.”

In 2005, shortly after publishing his business-oriented analysis, Good to Great, Jim Collins authored a small, accompanying monograph, entitled Good to Great and the Social Sectors: Why Business Thinking is Not the Answer. To help leaders in the social sectors develop truly great, sustainable systems, he offered an organizing principle he called the “Hedgehog Concept.” Based on Isaiah Berlin’s famous essay, The Fox and the Hedgehog, Collins proposed that like the hedgehog, to survive and thrive, social sector systems had to do three things:

1) identify what they are passionate about; 
2) decide what they, and only they, can
be best in the world at; and (3) determine what “resource engine” would be required to maintain that relentless, passionate commitment.

1. **What all of us do: our “best in the world.”** If we choose to apply the Hedgehog Concept to our own field, how would we proceed? We would propose that we use a clear statement of our purpose to pinpoint both our passion and our unique contribution, and that it is, in fact, fairly succinct, to wit: designing and facilitating processes that promote learning and change in human systems. In very few words, this statement describes the purpose of no other discipline that we are aware of—other than our own.

The advantage of articulating our purpose in this way means that if we consider ourselves organization development professionals, we all do this work. There is real power here, because freed from endless debates about who we are, who we have been, and who we ought to be and for what purpose, we could finally concentrate on strengthening our foundation as a field, demarcating the boundaries between ourselves and adjacent fields, sharpening our core competencies, and walking confidently into public arenas to showcase the value of our contributions.

And if we really mean to consolidate and assert our value, we must take another step and come to consensus about what is “essential” to fulfilling our purpose. What are the essentials that all of us who aspire to serve human systems in this way must use, i.e., the essential mindsets, the essential knowledge and skills, and the essential practices?

Some of this work has already begun or been done. The **Essential Elements** of OD curricula have already been defined by the academic OD Program Directors (http://www.odnetwork.org/?page=EssentialElements). There are also two projects underway to define OD in a competency framework.

We need to get over the aversion that some OD practitioners have to working in the private sector. David Bradford addresses this in his 2006 video message: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=5AbB3VExBM. His main message is that we need to know and understand the core business functions and income dynamics of any organization or business in which we work, so that we can see and strengthen the link between strategy and operations. We need to speak its operational language, not just the humanistic language of participation, collaboration, empowerment, etc. We need to be willing to work on change that is pragmatic, directive, and top down, and not just principled, collaborative, and bottom up. We need to acknowledge that power is a necessary component of organizational life, and we need to align ourselves with the priorities and values of the CEO. And, if we cannot, we should walk away from the work.

A shift in our own language would help as well. We externals say we have a consulting “practice,” which resonates with the non-commercial elements of a doctor’s or lawyer’s office. If we changed our language to consulting “business,” and thought of ourselves and our work with a bottom-line orientation, we might be able to more easily relate to the bottom-line orientation of our clients. A shift in these directions would help us expand our reach and our impact into the fullest range of public and private sector entities, and help get us off of the postage stamp we have created for ourselves, bounded by values and principles and shoulds and should nots and wills and would nots.

International OD consultants already get this shift. In interviews and surveys with global OD consultants, business concerns were the top 5 rankings of the current state, and the top 8 rankings of the future state, including enhanced productivity, bottom line results and profitability, increasing efficiency or effectiveness, enhancing competitive advantage, and promoting quality of products and services.

“For the global OD consultant, the concern for business effectiveness is . . . a both/and, not an either/or (Yaeger, 2002, p. 17).

We would be even better served if there were also a solid consensus about the research needed in the field. Six topics identified a decade ago seem even more important now than they did 10 years ago: virtual teams, conflict resolution, work group effectiveness, social network analysis, trust, and intractable global, religious, and environmental conflict (Bunker, et al., 2004, p. 403). But the OD doctoral programs are marginal in most universities. We do not have a cadre of full time faculty who are conducting research on OD and its effectiveness. In most programs, a full time director or two are consumed with recruitment of students and adjunct faculty and program administration; they are too busy and too few to conduct research or write. As a result, the research done by doctoral students in the field is very “pracademic” and, while useful, does not easily contribute to a larger, systemic body of knowledge.

We also believe we need much better tools and methods for evaluating the impact of our work and making the case for ourselves and our field. Research done on the Socio-Economic Approach to Management (SEAM) among 1300 organizations at ISEOR, the Socio-Economic Institute of Firms and Organizations affiliated with the school of management of Lyon, France (Conbere, et al., 2012) points to three variables: a cyclical improvement process, permanent management tools, and periodic political and strategic decisions for returning the full investment of an intervention in as few as three months, an average of 12 months, and many multiples when pursued over time. Their underlying belief is that the principles of Frederick Taylor, Henri Fayol, and Max Weber are a destructive virus that infects organizations, and
that “all actors need to be accepted, unconditionally, without judgment. In other words, the guiding principle about how all actors ought to be treated is love . . . not a topic which arises often in management consulting” (Conbere et al., 2012) but which certainly resides deeply the values of OD. So there may be less heavy lifting than we might anticipate. And the payoff might be worthwhile indeed. For instance, we might use this type of consensus-building as a foundation for, finally, developing professional certification, a much-needed acknowledgment of our legitimacy and credibility, we believe.

2. **And what some of us may do: our other choices and options.** Ironically, once we have finally agreed on our purpose as a field (and believe that we are all doing the same thing), we can then live comfortably with a whole smorgasbord of possible niches in which to practice. We will know that—whether we are working, we are all designing and facilitating processes that promote learning and change in human systems. To us, this feels like very good news. Consistency and change in human systems. To us, this really would not make any difference.” Years later, since we still seem to be debating that issue, perhaps we would benefit, as a field, from another name on the marquee. However, to us, the logjam around that decision might begin to break at last were we first willing to gather collectively around a statement of purpose that names, finally, the true core of our professional identity.

Note: Opinions expressed here do not represent those of the OD Network or its Board of Trustees.
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